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The Demonisation of Video Games by the Media
As the influential news presenter and TV personality Glenn Beck bluntly put it, ʻwe
are training our kids to be killersʼ (CNN, 2008). News media is often found to be the adopter
and instigator of moral panics within society (Cohen, 2002). All media forms need a selling
point in order to receive consumption, and therefore have a natural requirement to grip their
target audience; which in the case of news media is to be able to captivate the largest
audience of all - the mass public. News media has long recognised that negative news, or
stories which promotes extreme views of a potential problem, ‘sell’ better than positive news
(Surette, cited in Ferguson 2008) and usage statistics suggest that people are buying it
(Cerulo, 2000). This manipulation of data to meet the buzz factor will mean that ‘news’
cannot ever aspire to be more than a product of entertainment and a public fear engineering
machine. Stories which warn us of potential dangers to the public or social order are perhaps
only outdone, in a scale of public response, by those which intensify a threat to our children.
Right now, video games present may just present the perfect package.
There are theories that suggest the demonisation of video games may be stemming
from the news media’s demonising representation contemporary youth by and the moral
panics created and stimulated by this. We will look into what the contributing factors to moral
panics and demonisation are; the frameworks and techniques used by the news media and
it’s representation of crime, which has bled into the demonisation of youth, where panics
have evolved and developed over the past few generations (most recently concentrating on
heavy music and role-playing games) and how the alienation of contemporary youth was
pushed with a fresh force into public awareness after the Columbine Shooting in 1999. We
will then draw attention to a few media case studies and see how this feeds back into the
media and why the deepening spiral ensues.
The term moral panic is used when ‘a segment of society believes the moral choices
of others within their society will negatively affect the society as a whole’ (Cohen, Gauntlett,
cited in Ferguson, 2008). The issue of moral panics goes back through the decades, with a
variety of authors (Burns & Crawford, 1999; Gauntlett, 1995; Lawrence & Mueller, 2003;
Sternheimer, 2007; Trend, 2007, cited in Ferguson, 2008) following the range of tactics and
mechanics that are used by politicians, news media and social scientists to stimulate public
panic. Often when looked upon, any previous panics seem very tame and insignificant in
contrast to the current generation’s cases, as the ‘phases and crazes’ come to pass. The
role-playing game Dungeons and Dragons is looked upon very differently today, compared
to how it was in the 1980s, when people believed that the game would to lead their kids to
commit suicide. This recurring view that ‘kids can’t tell fiction from reality’ was a belief also
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applied to women during the 19th century, who were believed to suffer ill effects from
reading novels (Kirschenbaum, cited in Ferguson, 2008). Today, it is a familiar belief applied
to kids who are enjoying role-playing video games.
Moral panics may emerge from ‘culture wars’ occurring in a society, although moral
beliefs often become disguised as scientific ‘research’, often times of poor quality
(Gauntlett, cited in Ferguson). Each of these groups arguably has motives for
promoting hysterical beliefs about media violence, and video games specifically’
(Ferguson, 2008: 6).
Ferguson uses a 'moral panic wheel', adapted from Gauntlett's theories on the
origins of moral panic, to support his article. It starts with a public concern for something
which is new to them. In this case he implies that 'societal elders' could be the progenitors,
due to an unfamiliarity with new technology and distaste for the youth that use them (2008).
He uses video games as an example of this, having observed that the majority of anti-game
individuals are above the age of 35, many of which are elderly and often admit to having
never experienced the games. Cases of moral panic often have come from or are fuelled by
the tragedy of one person’s death (Cohen, 2002). It is not unusual for a grieving family to
place blame in order to find reason, but their belief will lead to investigation or even
campaign against the accused. This will also start the ‘panic’ wheel spinning, or encourage
an already moving one, as can be seen with video games. To be in disagreement with those
who are emotionally involved would be treated as insensitive to their grief.
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Moral panic wheel, as adapted from Gauntlett’s theories (Plate 1. in Ferguson: 2008).
The uninformed moral panic surrounding youth crime and video games is currently
still a very prickly topic and is frequently disputed. As consumers of contemporary news
media, we are often left with the perception that youth crime is worse than ever. However,
the numbers in fact tell us that youth crime has decreased over the last ten years, whilst in
the duration of that time video game sales have doubled (Childstats.gov, cited in Ferguson,
2010). This isn’t suggested to be a direct result of video games, but gives no indication to an
increase in violence caused by them. Other statistics of note include the following: the
average video game player’s age is 34 (Entertainment Software Association, 2010), and the
average video game buyer is 40. Also, boys aged 17 or younger account for 20% of video
game players. 40% of video game players are female. Yet video games are still often
thought to be a pass time solely for young boys.
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Youth violence and video game sales data (Plate 2. in Ferguson: 2010).
This is not a psychology paper or trying to discern how playing video games may
effect our brains, but it is still useful to know where the science stands. To touch on where
the psychological analysis has been performed, which has been aimed at assessing a
relationship between video game violence and real world violence, the results have shown
little to no significant scientific evidence to support a negative, neutral or even positive link
between the two (Ferguson, 2008). This is can be due to the limitations and difficulty of
experiments, such as those found in the typical ‘field’ tests where children are asked to
consume violent media, and then told to perform certain tasks. The integrity of these kind of
experiments may compromised by problems such as the Hawthorne effect (Surette, cited in
Reiner, 2002). The unfortunate nature of results like this leads to research being ‘cherry
picked’ for publishing, omitting any details from their own work that don’t support their claims
(Ferguson, 2008) and ignoring the research of other researchers. This leaves an open
ground for further altercation and allows panic to develop further. The media will pick up on
the negative results, as we know that it will sell better. The lack of driven evidence also
leaves a door open for politicians to use video games as a ‘straw man’, giving them the
appearance of taking action against crime and trying to ‘protect the children’, as already
actual identified causes of violent crime are very hard to control (Kutner & Olson, cited in
Ferguson, 2008).
Although from the angle of a counter-argument, Brad J. Bushman and Craig A.
Anderson also agree that the link between media violence and real world violence is poorly
presented in the news (2001). They state that it has been this way through out the last 50
years, even though science has now reached a very credible level. Since news reports have
a substantial impact on public opinion (e.g., McCombs & Shaw, 1991; Rogers & Dearing,
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1988; Strange & Leung, 1999 cited in Bushman & Anderson, 2001), it is important that
reports accurately represent scientific findings.
Bushman and Anderson state in their article, Media Violence and the American
Public, three main causes for media misinformation (2001). This includes a ʻmisapplied
fairness doctrineʼ, which occurs when an article tries to show both sides to a story, but does
not give enough emphasis to the claimed evidence. The second cause is due to poor
communication on behalf of the research community, as research scientists do not see
themselves as public policy advocates or being as responsible for the educating the general
public, bundled with the risks and personal dangers of having an opinion on a controversial
matter. Their third cause is that video games are the ‘vested interest’ of the news media (due
to revenue from advertisements, for example) and has lead to intentional denial of a
relationship between violent media and real life aggression within the media. Theories
brought together here indicate that this third cause is not to be the case, or at least not in the
way suggested. Numerous case studies demonstrate very critical and negative portrayals of
video games by the news media. What is clear though is that sources, from both pro and
anti-gaming researchers, suggest that the news media profits from violent media, regardless
of their science.
To utilise this negative news, which we know sells so well, the media uses different
frameworks and variety of techniques in their reports and particularly in their portrayal of
crime. How the public and social controllers react to deviance is very much determined by
the manner in which 'the nature of the information which is received about the behaviour in
question' (2002:7, Cohen). By using a multitude of techniques, the news media can
effectively construct modern day witch hunts. Robert Reiner sums up many of these
techniques within his article Media-made Criminality: The Representation of Crime in the
Mass Media.
Deviancy as a general term is very much the defining characteristic of
newsworthiness in the media (Ericson et al., cited in Reiner, 2002) . A threat to a
community’s beliefs and ideals will be further superseded by that which genuinely endangers
the general public. The portrayal of danger in our lives is heavily shaped by the media’s
representation of crime, which is portrayed as being both quantitatively and qualitatively
more serious than officially recorded (2002). Stories are published second hand, after being
first tested for essential signs of ‘a seller’. Immediacy, dramatisation, personalisation,
titillation and novelty are factored into this (Chibnall 1977; Jewkes 2004; cited in Reiner,
2002).
This explains why there is a particular and increasing concentration of the media is
on serious crime, which includes those of which are violent and interpersonal (such as sex
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crimes) (Chiricos et al. 1997; Beckett and Sasson 2000: ch. 5; Greer 2003, cited in Reiner,
2002). Most prominently are those which feature child victims and/or perpetrators (Graber;
et.al., cited in Reiner, 2002), female victims and people who are deemed to be of a ‘higher
status’ (such as celebrities). There are other types of crime which are actually under
represented, for example property crime (Marsh, cited in Reiner, 2002). The number of
property crimes reported is significantly higher than violent crimes, yet reports are the
inverse of this. Most likely due to failing the some of the basic criteria stated above. Which is
thought to may be a indicator as to why economic crimes are rarely reported, as they are
also unluckily to fulfill the criteria of what is deemed ‘newsworthy’. These under represented
crimes are perhaps more likely to appear in smaller local outlets, as proximity to the intended
audience is also an important factor (2002).
The extent of this deviancy amplification is very much dependent on the medium,
news outlet and their market. More attention is given to stories of deviancy by broadcast
mediums, such as television and radio (deviancy has been found to occupy as high as 70%
of news on a ‘quality’ radio station), in comparison to print. Of course print still has it’s fair
share of ‘down-market’ newspapers and tabloids. During a month in 1989, 65 percent of
British newspaper crime stories featured violence, while the British Crime Survey found that
the number of violent crimes reported by victims was only 6 per cent (Williams & Dickinson,
1993, cited in Reiner, 2002).
There was a study in 1987 which monitored the proportion of non-sexual crime, over
the course of 3 months. On the whole, most broadcast news channels (including BBC1 and
ITV) featured proportions of offenses similar to tabloid news (around 40 to 45 per cent), with
exceptions such as Channel 4 (recorded as 18.2 per cent), which was more in line with
quality press. The highest proportion of violence was found in radio reports. Ericson et al.
found that in each medium more attention was paid to violence by popular than by quality
journalism. One of the possible side effects of this is an encouraging of deviancy, by
projecting an acceptance of the quantity of acts going on (Hayward 2004; Hallsworth 2005:
cited in Reiner, 2002).
The media chase to provide ‘in the moment’ news also has an impact on how reports
are delivered. When a ‘newsworthy’ event happens, the first priority is to grab the ‘scoop’
before anybody else, but it also important to follow the leads of other outlets, to avoid falling
behind the pack. This is why front pages are often very similar. This pressure can lead to
publishing before events receive adequate analysis (an evident selling technique used in
‘yellow press’). This is particularly true with live reporting of events, where information can
amount to no more than speculation. The highly publicised O.J. Simpson murder case is a
classic example of this, when NBC interrupted the coverage of Game 5 of the NBA Finals, to
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allow live broadcasting of the Simpson car chase (ABC News, 2010). The running
commentary was a game of continuous spoken thought and guess work on live television.
Protests or riots are reported as being purely deviant and criminal acts, with analysis of
causes following later (Murdock, cited in Reiner, 2002). The Columbine and Virginia school
shootings also had extensive live coverage, as well as the recent late Raoul Moat, whose
final moments were heavily televised. The school shootings had a lot of false reports, some
of which have taken up to a decade to iron out (Toppo, 2009). The perk of immediacy that
broadcast media is allows for, is also one of it’s greatest flaws. The result of these erroneous
reports can have quite startling influence (as detailed in the case studies), because reports
are seen to represent the truth. It is often difficult for these to be amended, as the first
headlines are invariably the loudest.
Of the video games that receive heaviest criticism, the Grand Theft Auto series
(1997) is likely the most prolific and well known for its violence. Shortly after the Northumbria
shootings, The Daily Star published a fabricated story on the release of game titled ‘Grand
Theft Rothbury’, exclaiming that game had been unveiled on gaming sites. The report used
real quotes out of context to construct a story around the made-up video game. Although the
published article was eventually pulled down from The Daily Star website, journalist Jerry
Lawton defended his article and made various remarks about the gaming community on his
Facebook page: “[...] These are grown (?!?) men who sit around all day playing computer
games with one another who've today chosen to enter the real world just long enough to
complain about my story [...]!” (Jerry Lawton, cited by Ben Parfitt, 2010).

Extract of headline from The Daily Star (Plate 3. MCVUK: 2010).
There are also scenarios where the longevity of a story is upheld for as long possible.
Stories revolving around child homicide victims, such as the Moors murders, Jamie Bulger
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and Soham cases (Reiner, 2002). The recent (and on going) Madeleine McCann fiasco is a
particularly strong example, as the fate of the young girl has always been left in uncertainty.
The family play prominent roles in how the direction of these stories develop. The parents of
Madeleine McCann contributed a great deal to the scale of publication that their daughter’s
disappearance received. Yet their campaign was turned into a drama, where almost anyone
was deemed a suspect. Accusations aimed at the parents were published based on loose
and inconclusive investigations and were eventually dropped (Blades, 2008).
Our perception of the authorities is very much controlled by media outlets. The
changes in technology throws in some unpredictable elements. With hand held devices and
CCTV, authorities can be held more accountable for their actions, as with the police brutality
case involving Rodney King. The footage lead to four officers being trialled in court for their
actions, but were ultimately acquitted, sparking the 1992 Los Angeles riots. Websites such
as Youtube have given people the opportunity to witness stories before it is even processed
by the news media. The recent student fee protests in the UK, saw footage uploaded which
contradicted various statements made by the Metropolitan police and news representatives.
This included denial of charging on horseback into crowds of protesters (Gabbatt, 2010) and
the dragging of ‘youth activist’ Jody McIntyre to a curb after pulling the student with cerebral
palsy from his wheelchair (BBC News, 2010). As stated above, protests initially tend to be
presented as simply criminal acts. During the BBC interview, Ben Brown projected the
incident as being the fault of McIntyre, by repeatedly questioning whether he was ‘wheeling
towards the police’ and making implicit accusations about his intentions as a student
protester.
On the contrary, law enforcement and criminal justice is generally placed in a very
positive light by the media. Stories which are critical of the police and corruption in the justice
system tend to be set within the 'one bad apple' framework', which isolates the perpetrator/s
and maintains that the system in kept in high public regard, for demonstrating its ability to
take control of the situation and apply a fix (Chibnall, cited in Reiner, 2002).
Serious representation of criminal justice could lead to questioning of the
effectiveness or integrity of the law enforcements, and negative representation may lessen
public cooperation or even encourage potential offenders. Often it is the case that police will
turn to media to gain support (2002) and emphasis will be placed on cleared-up crimes.
Locations such as courts are often closely watched by the media, as they can ‘economically’
obtain information from a spawning ground of potentially newsworthy events. This leads to
further exaggeration of police success in clearing-up crime and a misrepresentation of their
effectiveness. In situations where the justice system is to demonstrate their expertise, such
as in live reports, the media will continue to support and look through the eyes of law
enforcement - presenting ‘vulnerable ‘us’ threatened by menacing ‘them’’ (Murdock 1982,
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cited in Reiner). Reiner states this can be treated as unintentional, since for cameramen are
likely to be behind police line due to safety reasons. The hunt for Raoul Moat in Rothbury
was supported by questionable media sensationalism, as Mark White’s pre-hunt weapons
demonstration on Sky News showed. He runs down the perks of the police weaponry, which
would be equipped in what would turn out to be a heavily broadcasted six hour stand-off
leading up to Moat’s suicide (The Guardian, 2010).

Demonstration of weapons to used in the hunt for Raoul Moat (Plate 4. Sky News: 2010).
As moral panics can often emerge from segments of society concerned for
something unfamiliar to them, it is easy to see how this may be directed towards video
games and the kids who do play them. Particularly by older generations whom have not
been exposed to such a young area of technology, such is the case with many anti-gaming
advocates. A tragedy may be the spark to set a moral panic in motion, as found to be the
case with previous records, which in turn calls for research into a suspected ‘cause’, whether
it be drugs, board games, music, books or perhaps other forms of media. The push for
research may come from the family of the victim. Whilst research is taking place, those
emotionally tend to side with those intent on finding a link. As do political bodies, for the
purpose of demonstrating an attempt to tackle issues and appear pro-active. Also, to take an
opposing view to a grieving family may appear as insensitive.
Findings from this research will be picked from for publishing, based on a criteria of
newsworthiness. As a result, publications do not show full the picture, only revealing the
parts which will stimulate readers. Tragedies are revealed in the same way, with little or no
analysis, depending on the outlet and medium. The clearly misleading representation of
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violence in the news media (a source in which many place their trust) can have detrimental
effects on how we perceive our world, generating fear and panic where it is not due. Yet this
sensationalism and amplification of serious acts of crime is a fundamental part of what
makes news media. There is a focus on personalisation of violent crime, attempting to place
readers within a victim’s shoes. Reports involving children as victims or perpetrators have a
strong impact on the public. Publications that follow, stating that researchers are looking at
the possibility of a connection between a crime and a new and unfamiliar medium such as
video games, will promote panic, fear of a potential threat to society. The popularity that
video games have today, brings the issue to the doorstep of every family home.
The concept of ‘moral panic’ originated from Stan Cohen’s study of ‘mods’ and
‘rockers’ in his book Folk Devils and Moral Panics (2002). The most recurrent types of moral
panic in Britain emerge from youth culture, often involving working class deviants who have
been associated in some way to violence. With each passing generation there are new
distinguishable social types identified by their disapproved behaviour and activities. Previous
generations will recognise stories about Teddy Boys, Mods and Rockers, Hells Angels,
skinheads and hippies. These ‘folk devils’ are isolated by society and and serve as ‘visual
reminders of what we should not be’ (Cohen, 2002:2). Reactions to deviance by the public
(as a whole) and social controllers, is dictated by the techniques and frameworks mentioned
earlier. When an act or problem is labelled as deviant, but resolvement is not enforced, a
‘moral passage’ created (2002:7).
Cohen puts forward that due to the nature of media representation, deviant
amplification is not always necessary. Once the deviant and/or its group has been isolated
by the media and are alienated from conventional society, the deviants perceive themselves
as more deviant and group together with people in a similar position. This leads to more
deviance, and the system repeats, leaving the public with further anxiety over the situation.
As already established, the media devotes a large amount of space to deviance and crime.
This isn't just for entertainment, but also warn of the consequences that come with
involvement, to 'inform us about right and wrong, about the boundaries beyond which one
should not venture and about the shapes that the devil can assume' (2002:8).
More recent moral panics surround activities and trends which youth involve
themselves within, or are at least thought to be involved in. An example of the latter would
include the Oprah Winfrey popularised ‘rainbow parties’, an urban legend where by a group
of young girls would put on different coloured lipsticks and perform oral sex (Lewin 2005,
Shakespeare 2008). Not only is there no evidence of such parties having ever taken place,
no material appears to have emerged at any stage emulating it, contrary to the phenomenon
known as Rule 34 (Zoom-Out, cited in Knowyourmeme, 2009). Music industry related panics
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have come and gone over the decades, particularly infamous were the claims of satanic
messages hidden in lyrics, which emerged when songs were played backwards (a technique
referred to as backmasking’). The controversy eventually faded with the arrival of compact
discs, which were much more difficult to play backwards before the arrival of home sound
editing. Any involvement in backmasking was strongly condemned by religious groups, who
believed that an extensive list of rock stars, including, but not limited to Led Zeppelin, The
Beatles, Pink Floyd, The Rolling Stones and AC/DC, had been possessed by Satan (Blecha,
2004). A former rock musician, whom had become a pastor, claimed to have held a recordburning at their church in North Carolina (Religious Tolerance, 2001).
Religious organisations have also objected and campaigned against other cases,
such as the role-playing board game Dungeons and Dragons, first marketed in 1972, which
gained controversial attention in the 1980s and was demonised for around a decade,
particularly by schools, churches and parents, before being discredited (Cardwell, 1994;
Waldron, 2005).
The first incident which brought the role-playing board game under fire from the
media was the disappearance of troubled 16 year old James Dallas Egbert III and his
eventual suicide in 1980 (Cardwell, 1994). Egbert’s disappearance from the Michigan State
University campus has since been put down to depression and social stresses, as well as
issues linked to his sexual orientation. Being submitted to homophobia on campus has been
noted as a firm contribution to his state. A private detective, William Dear, was hired to
locate Egbert. Whilst searching, any claims and connections to RPGs (role-playing games)
that were made by Dear were digested as facts by the mass media, yet those aware of how
the games work were certainly sceptical of the content in his findings.
Even with the reputation burns from the media, the next few years that passed saw a
huge increase in TSR’s (the Dungeons and Dragons manufacturer) sales, at which point
TSR seemed to appreciate that bad press makes great publicity (1994). This may explain
the silence in their defence of their game. The real blow to role-playing games came from
the suicide of Irving Bink Pulling II in 1982, another troubled and socially isolated 16 year old
‘super genius’, much like Egbert. Irving Pulling played Dungeons and Dragons as part of a
gifted/talented program at his school. After Patricia Pulling’s son committed suicide (using
her pistol), she blamed the role-playing game for allegedly providing a suicide mechanism
which placed a curse upon Irving’s game character during a game at school. Over the
following decade, Patricia Pulling pursued aggressive action against the game, gaining
support from the National Coalition on Television Violence (NCTV) before becoming a
director with them and also setting up her own organization, Bothered About Dungeons and
Dragons (B.A.D.D.). Pulling's report gives a description of Dungeons and Dragons as
follows:
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“A fantasy role-playing game which uses demonology, witchcraft, voodoo, murder,
rape, blasphemy, suicide, assassination, insanity, sex perversion, homosexuality,
prostitution, satanic type rituals, gambling, barbarism, cannibalism, sadism,
desecration, demon summoning, necromantics, divination and other teachings. There
have been a number of deaths nationwide where games like Dungeons and Dragons
were either the decisive factor in adolescent suicide and murder, or played a major
factor in the violent behaviour of such tragedies.” (Pulling, cited in Waldron, 2005).
In 1985, a petition was put together and filed by these organizations with the Federal
Trade Commission, requiring that labels be put on the game, which warned people that
playing it could lead to suicide (Cardwell, 1994). After being forwarded to the Consumer
Products Safety Commission, the petition was rejected, due to lack of evidence supporting
the claims put forward. Credibility for the organizations and claims made began to falter
around 1990 as people became sceptical of what they were being told, such as stories from
B.A.D.D. and Christian organizations such as the “700 Club” that called in unfounded
connections to human sacrifice, child abuse, vampirism, lycanthropy and that the magic was
having real world effects (Waldron, 2005). B.A.D.D. publications also expressed concern
over exposure to the “Necronomicon”, the fictional book featured in stories by horror author
H.P. Lovecraft. Pulling and psychologist Thomas Radecki (head of NCTV) were also found
out to have been bluffing their evidence, with made up statistics and a roster of loosely
detailed ‘victim accounts’, which were often newspaper clippings or similar, with no evidence
or details of threat, Satanic or otherwise, linking to role-playing games. With B.A.D.D.
disbanded, the media attention plummeted, as did the moral panic surrounding the game
with it. As of 1992 there has been no reports found suggesting the dangers, aside from
those retrospective of the decade in which Dungeons and Dragons was demonised (2005).
Pulling had used a decade of cult-awareness seminars to indoctrinate teachers,
social workers and police and gained the trust and support from other parents of suicide
victims whom she had provided an outlet for blame. Whilst Pulling’s attempts to sue TSR
and the school that her son had attended both fell flat (Pulling v. Bracey, cited in Cardwell,
1994), the game itself became banned in many schools and shops had been forced to shut.
Police were given a profile of which children might be Satanists (Waldron, 2005), distributed
across America, Britain, Canada and Australia. Pulling’s guide identifying Satan’s influence
had also been provided to clergy and educators.
The alleged dangers published by newspapers and talk shows were often statements
made by anti-game individuals. An analysis of over a hundred news reports featuring roleplaying games (although almost exclusively Dungeons and Dragons, despite several
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hundred alternatives) published by The Associated Press and United Press International,
between the years 1979 and 1992, resulted in a vast majority (80 of the total) being
regarded as anti-gaming and only 3 being pro-gaming (the other results being deemed
neutral) (Cardwell, 1994). This is a good example of overwhelming bias and poor
representation of scientific findings in the news media.
In both of the cases described above, the media presented the role-playing game as
a ‘crucial factor in their suicides’ (Waldron, 2005).It is incredible that such a large sheet had
been pulled across the eyes of the general public for over a decade, due to the actions and
influence of a relatively small anti-gaming collective and an ignorant news media. Waldron
describes how key factors of the panic run parallels with Cohen’s description of moral panics
(2002), the use of ‘right thinking people’, such as ‘schools principals, police, conservative
politicians and churches’, to take a stand against the threat and uphold moral order and
project their influence (Waldron, 2005). Descriptions of processes which lead to ‘conclusive
evidence’ are omitted and the existence of the threat must be cleverly presented as a danger
to our children. As stated in a case earlier, to disagree with those emotionally involved, or
‘those looking out for the kids’ would be treated as insensitive and strike a negative mark on
that person (Cohen, 2002). This makes it a particularly difficult dispute in cases like this
where parents have become the voice and expert in the face of these deviant trends (2002)
and are seeking to influence the news (Reiner, 2002).
Moral panics in youth culture often results in the disapproval of the medium in which
a panic has been associated with. Those involved with such disapproved activities are then
labelled as being deviant themselves, whether it be by activists (like Patricia Pulling) media
or as a result of both. Such labelling leads to the isolation social types, identified by their
disapproved activity. Alienated from conventional society, they may perceive themselves as
deviant and group themselves with others in a similar position, leading to further deviance
and the spiral continues.
Although the media’s harassment directed at role-playing board games such as
Dungeons and Dragons had diminished almost completely around 1992 (Waldron, 2005),
the demonisation of youth was still present and it wouldn’t be long before a fear of the
newest generation of the role-playing subculture would emerge - in the form of video games.
One of the most prominent anti-game campaigners in the US has been the activist and exattorney Jack Thompson, whose first case against the video game industry was 1997 Heath
School Shooting. Thompson, regarded as being a ‘school shooting specialist’ has
represented parents in numerous cases where the victims have been involved in youth
homicide, up until 2008. Thompson was permanently disbarred in 2008, in the wake of being
found guilty of 27 cases of professional misconduct.
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The public perception of contemporary youth changed considerably after the
Columbine school shooting, as a new fear arose in the form of the ‘previously harmless
suburban and rural white middle-class youth’ (Frymer, 2007). The media’s continuous live
footage and reports of both the Columbine massacre, and the Virginia Tech shooting that
followed, painted a dark picture of youth rage and violence. The news media demonstrated
little in the way of concern for the ‘troubles of youth’, instead constructing a horror spectacle
for the world to watch.
The Columbine school massacre is still today one of the most notorious school
shootings in history. The location is regarded as being one of the reasons it generated such
a large amount of coverage very quickly, which was spread worldwide. There have been
numerous school shootings in urban black and latino areas which pre-dated Columbine,
however they are thought to have been almost expected in the inner cities and not warrant
the media to declare a national emergency (2007).
Numerous details in reports of the shooting changed during the time of the incident
and continued to do so gradually over the decade which followed it. False victim reports and
total death counts (initial headline reported 25 deaths)(Muschert, 2007) were made within
the first few hours of the event happening. Other falsities took years to correct, such as the
misquoting of a girl who was thought to have voiced support of her God moments before
being killed (Toppo, 2009).
One of the reasons frequently associated with Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold’s
violence is that they played video games. They were known for creating levels to play in the
game Doom, a popular first-person shooter released in 1993. One of the levels they made
supposedly included a recreation of the Columbine school, although the claim turned out to
be false (Snopes, 2005). However by the time this was discovered, an association between
their violence and the video game would have already been thoroughly probed. A lot of
blame was also placed on a number of metal bands during the aftermath of the shooting,
with Marilyn Manson taking most of the flack after reports linked his lyrics to the events at
Columbine, even though they were found not to be fans (Cullen, 1999; France, 2009).
''The media has unfairly scapegoated the music industry and so-called Goth kids and
has speculated, with no basis in truth, that artists like myself are in some way to
blame. This tragedy was a product of ignorance, hatred and an access to guns. I
hope the media's irresponsible finger-pointing doesn't create more discrimination
against kids who look different.'' (Marilyn Manson, cited in Sterngold, 1999).
Frymer believes that the media played a significant part in projecting the fear of
contemporary 'alienated youth' (2007), a breed perceived as 'fundamentally different in
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essence and substance', no longer able to be understood by their parents or adults
(2007:334). The construction of this new youth alienation was now accountable for
contemporary youth estrangement, 'haunting' the American landscape. As Frymer puts it,
they became 'the ultimate Other'. These feared, unknown strangers with secret lives were
now to be under careful and constant observation. In his article on ‘super predators’, Glenn
W. Muschert also suggests that the media uses frameworks to maintain the salience of a
story and used Columbine as his study (2007). Muschert argues that the victim narratives
has more to do with the demonisation of the perpetrators than the characteristics of the
perpetrators themselves.
The fear resurfaced with the Virginia Tech school shooting that followed in April
2007, where Seung-Hui Cho killed 32 students and teachers. NBC's controversial airing of
Seung-Hui Cho's pre-recorded video after the event caused people to question the media's
journalistic ethics and role in informing the public of 'news' (2007:331). Within hours of the
incident, Thompson was live on Fox News sharing his specialist thoughts on the yet to be
unravelled shooting. In the interview, Thompson was asked directly whether he thought
video games were the cause for Cho’s shooting, to which he responded ‘without a doubt’,
followed by a run over of prior cases and a fear for his son’s own safety every time he goes
to school (Youtube, 2007). The final report from the Virginia Tech Review Panel revealed
that Cho had very little interest in video games, non of which were violent and amounted to
Sonic the Hedgehog (Virginia Tech Review Panel, 2007). There were a number of interviews
questioning Thompson about his accusations, including an unusually critical interview on
Fox News, with Chris Matthews (Youtube, 2007).
One of the important similarities of these school shootings, is that they both had prerecorded videos from their killers. It is thought that the media airing of such videos could
have dramatic effects and stimulate psychological motivations for future killers (Frymer,
2007), numerous shootings since the Columbine incident have mentioned wanting to ‘beat’
the scale of that massacre. Cho referred to Eric and Dylan as ‘martyrs’ his own video tapes
(CNN, 2007). They were aware the media will turn them into ‘celebrity killers’.
Another, perhaps much more influential, anti-game vocalist is the TV presenter and
anchorman Glenn Beck, who has a high level of impact with the media and a projection far
greater than that of the campaign put together by Pulling in her case against Dungeons and
Dragons. Beck has had prime shows on both Fox and CNN news channels and has
generated a notable and aggressive following through his strong right wing political stance,
as the recent death threats directed at Frances Fox Piven might suggest (Harris, 2011). In
January 2010, Fox News was reported as being the most trusted news channel in the US,
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with CNN following behind it (IFC, 2008; Public Policy Polling, 2010), which places Beck in a
globally influential light.
Thompson appeared on Glenn Beck’s CNN Headline News show titled ‘Grand Theft
Morality’ in 2008, to comment on the release of Grand Theft Auto 4. Thompson makes
sensational and false claims about the game, stating that there is an ‘[...] incredible level of
simulated sex in the game... you can have oral and anal sex... ‘s&m’ between within women
[...]’ (Thompson, 2008). These comments are then followed by in-game footage of a player
killing a prostitute, taking the game out of context. This is supported by a number of claims
touting the science linking a variety of homicide cases to the video game series, although
analysis of this and the processes to which claimed evidence became ‘conclusive’ were
omitted.
The popular sci-fi role-playing video game Mass Effect (2007) came under fire from
various media outlets (McCullough, 2008), including during a live broadcast on Fox News
where psychologist Cooper Lawrence made comparisons of the game to pornography and
criticized the game for a negative portrayal of women which would lead young minds to
objectify them (Fox News, 2008). Lawrence claimed that the game features full graphic
nudity and sex, where the perpetrator is a man, able to decide on what sexual acts to
commit and generally perform actions which could have serious consequences on a child.
In a number of previous debates held on the news channel, pro-game interviewees
brought forward by Fox tended to demonstrate that they were equally as unfamiliar to the
subject of video games, such as regular Fox channel guest Jonathon Hoenig (Game Politics,
2007). However, game expert Geoff Keighley of SpikeTV was present for the debate on
Mass Effect. Keighley asks Cooper Lawrence whether she has ever played the game, she
laughs and exclaims ‘no’, which he then follows with clarification to the misleading claims
she has put forward, such as the gender of the game’s perpetrator and level of sexual
content. He points out that the sex scene in question is in no way playable, as it is simply a
cut-scene. Nor is the cut-scene graphic in content, as it is simply suggestive, as Plate 5
shows. Keighley is interrupted towards the end and his input is cut short.
During the interview Lawrence demonstrated the previously mentioned common
misconception that video games are played by teenagers rather than their dads (she also
refers to ‘the statistics’, whilst making this claim), when the actual recorded average video
game player’s age of 34 in fact suggests it is probably quite the opposite. She also makes
claims about new research findings, and concludes that she must ‘go with the science’,
although the report she cites during the interview has not been found. The interview is
followed by a short exchange between a panel of five people, discussing their own lack of
experience with video games and the need to monitor or reject such content within the
home.
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The interview resulted in an online backlash from the gaming community, who
retaliated by smearing Lawrence’s new book (Schiesel, 2008). She responded by spending
some time with the game, followed by a statement in an interview recanting her claims, that
the cut scene ‘was no worse than an episode of Lost’ . Fox was approached and asked to
make a correction, although an offer was never taken up.

Fox’s censoring of the image implies something more unsuitable may be going on. The
actual version shows the total extent in which the ‘graphic sex’ in Mass Effect reaches (Plate
5. Fox News: 2008).
There has been speculation that Lawrence could have been briefed by Fox prior to
the interview, as was found to be the case with Dr. Susan Bartell on Fox’s The Morning
Show (Game Politics, 2008). In an email exchange with Bartell after appearing on television,
it was discovered that she had been provided with material to use by Fox, right before they
interviewed her. Bartell, who has a scientific background in dieting, had been given a brain
scan to support an argument saying that the popular video game Halo 3 (2007) should be
kept out of churches. Whilst interviewed, Bartell dodged questioning of how the data was
related to violent behaviour. Although Cooper Lawrence has also been approached on
whether she had also been pre-briefed by Fox and whether the study from University of
Maryland existed, she has made no comment (2008).
In both cases, Cohen’s factors of moral panics were demonstrated, where the
processes leading to potentially conclusive evidence was omitted or even dodged, as well as
examples of ‘right thinking people’ being used to vouch for them. Lawrence and Bartell , who
have qualifications that grant them public trust, have spoken outside of their qualification on
a topic or it’s subject. Recently (February 2011) a focus has been placed on the up coming
video game Bulletstorm (2011), which associates it’s award system with names that amount
to sexual innuendo. In a Fox report, headlined ‘Is Bulletstorm the worst video game in the
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world?’, Dr. Carole Lieberman claimed that ‘the increase in rapes can be attributed in large
part to the playing out of [sexual] scenes in video games’ (Brandon, 2011). Plate 6, from the
US Department of Justice, contradicts Lieberman’s claim to an increase in rapes. When
approached for further comment, Lieberman stated that ‘thousands’ of studies support her
theory, but could not name any games as cases (Wired, 2011). A handful of sources were
later provided, from authors such as Craig Anderson, although they did not deal with sexual
content.

Rape rates from the US Department of Justice (Plate 6. Bureau of Justice Statistics: 2011)
The pressure and influence of activists have had a strong impact on the longevity of
panics. Patricia Pulling’s attempts to condemn Dungeons and Dragons managed to last for
over a decade before her campaign crumbled, at which point publications concerning the
board game fell off the radar. Due to the vast media reach of prominent anti-game activists,
such as Glenn Beck and Jack Thompson, backed by the most trusted news channels in the
US, the length of the campaign against video games could be a much longer phase than
previous moral panics. Even with Thompson’s ability to push parents into campaigns is now
being limited, the belief that it is predominately kids playing video games means that the
association is now already in place. The media’s sensationalism of the violent crimes at
Columbine and Virginia Tech are notable points in recent history where young people have
been pushed even further away from conventional societies. However, the continuous
attempts to link acts of violence to video games has not just caused smaller social types to
beaten down, but encouraged an entire global community to band together and organise
amongst themselves (which was a major contributing factor in the liberation of Dungeons
and Dragons), using the internet as their passage. Which is in fact itself becoming an
increasingly feared media form, as it cannot truly be controlled. With public fears over cybercrime and terrorism appearing to ease off and being pushed more towards pornography and
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paedophilia, it would seem likely that the internet will become the next big victim of moral
panic.
Much like with Cooper Lawrence, Carole Lieberman’s book became the subject of a
retaliatory smear campaign (Wired, 2011), before a response was made to clarify
statements. These kind of retaliations are inappropriate, but if it were not for the scale of
reaction from the gaming community, Lawrence, Bartell and Lieberman may not have taken
the time to reconsider their statements. It is apparent that a strong, defensive community
was a major factor in the liberation of Dungeons and Dragons. The internet plays a large role
in the defense for video games, with sites such as Game Politics and the Video Game
Voters Network (VGVN) at the forefront of this, supported by a gaming community whose
voice can be heard around the globe. Blogging platforms and social media sites have made
creating a campaigning organization easier than ever. However, groups must be careful to
avoid creating a mob-mentality, as this may lead to credible researchers being less willing to
present their findings.
This ability to transmit and spread information quickly as grants the Internet some
unique effects. A notable phenomenon comes from a term coined by Mike Masnick
(Yiannopoulos, 2009), called the ‘Streisand Effect’. The Streisand Effect refers to Barbara
Streisand, who filed a lawsuit against Kenneth Adelman, because he had a photo of her
home on his website. The attention brought to the lawsuit resulted in her home being
distributed across the internet, as everybody wanted to find out what all the fuss was about.
It is the popularisation through an attempt of censorship. Other incidents often associated
with term include the Church of Scientology’s attempts at removing a video of Tom Cruise
talking about Scientology and the government’s attempts to halt distribution of cables
recently unveiled by Wikileaks. The extent at which these were publicized was intentional by
third-parties and perhaps suggests this to be deemed more of a tool than a phenomenon.
In video games, it can be seen taking a natural effect all the time. The publicity which
games such as Rockstar’s Grand Theft Auto series, Manhunt (2003) and Bully (2006)
received is largely contributed to by the extensive coverage criticising the games for their
violence. A particularly controversial case in 2010 was CNN’s reports on the Japanese
hentai game, Rapelay (2006). The game was brought into the eyes of the US public, four
years after it had been released in Japan. The game has never been sold in the US. The
publicity on US news sent the game viral, over the internet (usually available for free), which
called for the game to be banned, even though the game had never been available. During
an interview that followed, Dr. Cheryl Olson, co-author of Grand Theft Childhood (2008)
pointed out that most children are not aware of such games until they receive this kind of
publicity (Game Politics, 2010). Olson resembles this to the 'Hot Coffee' scandal, where
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hackers had found some inactive code within Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas (2004), which
when executed, contained an animated sex scene. Whilst only a small number of people
were initially aware of it (and even fewer skilled enough to execute it), once politicians and
media started to publicise this hard to access content, it was being downloaded by
thousands of people (Game Politics, 2010).
The response to objectionable content described above is likely a marketers idea of a
dream. It has great scale and doesn’t cost a penny, aside from possible lawsuits incurred as
a result. Research shows that the ‘buzz’ factor is a very important element to use and
control when promoting video games, as there is no direct contact between the games
companies and their customers, and there is need to sell games a the beginning of their
relatively short life cycle (Zackariasson, 2009). Normally this would be utilised before a
games release, through the display of assets and trailers to get the community talking and
building up the hype. This can be years before release. Peter Zackariasson suggests that
product managers go as far as 'hoping' for leaks of information, such as in the Doom case
(2009).
The original Grand Theft Auto was not initially well received, until it gained a great
deal of attention through the marketing campaign by publicist Max Clifford, who was
employed to intentionally build up controversy around the game (Hartley, 2009). He
executed this by telling politicians about the violent video game, but without actually showing
it to them. Within a week, the developers were on GMTV talking about the game.
The recent Call of Duty: Black Ops, a game that successfully broke the 24 hour sales
record for largest entertainment launch, released an advertisement for the game which could
be treated as intentional provocation. The controversial title ‘There’s a soldier in all of us’,
was supported by footage of normal people, of different ages and genders, engaging in a
heated battlefield. The expression of enjoyment on their faces, particularly a young looking
girl with a shotgun, caused an uproar, as reports fought to find out whether the girl was of
age to play the game (Game Politics, 2010). The advert’s message sent a clear invitation
intended for all, promoting that anyone and everyone can enjoy their violent game. The
advert was a pre-packaged time bomb, successfully receiving attention for all the ‘wrong’
reasons.
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Stills from the Call of Duty: Black Ops advertisement. (Plate 7. Youtube: 2010)
Bushman and Anderson stated that they believe the media has a vested interest in
selling video games. This may very well be true. The advertising revenue made from
entertainment launches is substantial and profit made from possible subsidiaries goes even
further. Though it is also clear that news media, particularly those which are most popular, at
least in the US, generally present video games in a very negative light. Although it creates
panic and represents a threat in the eyes of those with strong societal beliefs, the attention
generates further publicity, rather than a negative impact on sales. Where ever the panic
may lead from here, whether the hate campaigns continue to concentrate on video games or
the next new medium, there is a lot to be said about receiving bad press. As they say, no
news is bad news when you are the person selling it.
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